
NEWS LETTER: NURSING DEPARTMENT  

The MCPRS nursing department is very excited to have recently launched the 

inception of the eMAR (electronic medication Administration Record) system at 

the end of June 2012. With the support of Carlos Somarriba IT network assistant 

for MCPRS and under the direction of the DON, Maura Bourne and the ADON, 

Gertrudis Hong; the nursing Health care Coordinators from each facility have 

been and continue to actively be involved in the day to day operations. Through 

our pharmacy provider Park Shore, Bob Gillis, RPh. Park Shore Drug Inc. President, 

Kristen Gillis, Medical Records 

Department Director and other 

pharmacy and IT team members 

who continue to be directly 

involved and supportive to 

ascertain a smooth transition and 

work-through. The ALMSA-YARDI 

company team members J. R. 

Southerland, Regional Sales Executive Yardi Systems Inc., Andrew Russell, ALMSA-

Yardi Systems Inc. and Terese Sackos, Consultant ALMSA-Yardi Systems, Inc. all 

provided on-site training and support to our nursing department.  We have 

endeavored to transition from paper to an 

electronic eMAR system as MCPRS main goal is 

to continue to improve on the already 

excellent care provided to the individuals we 

serve. The nursing staff has made a successful 

transition within the 1st month of 

implementation.  All nurses continue to get 

more familiar with the system as the entire 

nursing management team provides them with training and oversight. MCPRS 

would like the thank all of the teams and individual members that continue to 

work towards the development of this project. I would like to thank the MCPRS 

Health Care Coordinators, Alirut Pirela, Sheila Lee-Moore, German Wither and 



Melba Campos; your hard work and support was evident during the transition and 

I know it will continue.  

Last and most important, I would like to thank all of the nursing staff for their 

dedication and commitment displayed in making the transition to the eMAR a 

successful one.  

 As one of the many nursing staff 

members that emailed me when they 

heard we were going to transition to 

the electronic eMAR system, “Great 

news, I'm looking forward to start 

using the ALMSA system.”  Maria 

Bello;  I now tell all of you that 

innovation and progress are part of the tools that help health care professionals 

do a better job when used responsibly; continue the great job you all set out to 

do as you chose a career in nursing. 

Special thanks to Marta Morin, Executive Director and Migdalia Santiago, 

Associate Director for their support in the approval and implementation of 

MCPRS eMAR system.  

Maura B. Bourne, RN, BSN, MSA                                                                                                

MCPRS DON 

 

 

 

 


